Odor information is first represented in the brain by patterns of input activity across the glomeruli of the olfactory bulb (OB). To examine how odorants are represented at this stage of olfactory processing, we labeled anterogradely the axons of olfactory receptor neurons with the voltage-sensitive dye Di8-ANEPPQ in zebrafish. The activity induced by diverse natural odorants in afferent axons and across the array of glomeruli was then recorded optically. The results show that certain subregions of the OB are preferentially activated by defined chemical odorant classes. Within these subregions, "ordinary" odorants (amino acids, bile acids, and nucleotides) induce overlapping activity patterns involving multiple glomeruli, indicating that they are represented by combinatorial activity patterns. In contrast, two putative pheromone components (prostaglandin F 2␣ and 17␣,20␤-dihydroxy-4-pregnene-3-one-20-sulfate) each induce a single focus of activity, at least one of which comes from a single, highly specific and sensitive glomerulus. These results indicate that the OB is organized into functional subregions processing classes of odorants. Furthermore, they suggest that individual odorants can be represented by "combinatorial" or "noncombinatorial" (focal) activity patterns and that the latter may serve to process odorants triggering distinct responses such as that of pheromones.
Odor information is first represented in the brain by patterns of input activity across the glomeruli of the olfactory bulb (OB). To examine how odorants are represented at this stage of olfactory processing, we labeled anterogradely the axons of olfactory receptor neurons with the voltage-sensitive dye Di8-ANEPPQ in zebrafish. The activity induced by diverse natural odorants in afferent axons and across the array of glomeruli was then recorded optically. The results show that certain subregions of the OB are preferentially activated by defined chemical odorant classes. Within these subregions, "ordinary" odorants (amino acids, bile acids, and nucleotides) induce overlapping activity patterns involving multiple glomeruli, indicating that they are represented by combinatorial activity patterns. In contrast, two putative pheromone components (prostaglandin F 2␣ and 17␣,20␤-dihydroxy-4-pregnene-3-one-20-sulfate) each induce a single focus of activity, at least one of which comes from a single, highly specific and sensitive glomerulus. These results indicate that the OB is organized into functional subregions processing classes of odorants. Furthermore, they suggest that individual odorants can be represented by "combinatorial" or "noncombinatorial" (focal) activity patterns and that the latter may serve to process odorants triggering distinct responses such as that of pheromones.
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The olfactory system discriminates between a vast number of chemical compounds that define a high-dimensional chemical stimulus space. Thus, complex neural representations of chemical compounds must exist that can be analyzed by the brain to ultimately control decisive behaviors and generate distinct perceptions.
Odorants are first encoded in the brain by patterns of afferent activity across the glomeruli in the olfactory bulb (OB), which constitute f unctional units in olfactory information processing (Shepherd, 1994) . Histologically, glomeruli are distinct units that are not restricted to vertebrates but have evolved also in the olfactory systems of other phylogenetic groups such as molluscs and arthropods (Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997) . In rodents, glomeruli receive input from one (or a few) populations of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), each expressing one (or a few) odorant receptors (ORs) (Ressler et al., 1994; Vassar et al., 1994; Mombaerts et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1998) . ORs are encoded by a large gene family that may contain as many as 100 members in fishes (Ngai et al., 1993; Barth et al., 1996; Weth et al., 1996) and 1000 members in rodents (Buck and Axel, 1991; Levy et al., 1991) . Two other gene families have recently been found in rodents, each comprising ϳ100 genes, that are expressed in the vomeronasal epithelium and seem to encode pheromone receptors (Dulac and Axel, 1995; Herrada and Dulac, 1997; Matsunami and Buck, 1997; Ryba and Tirindelli, 1997) . Homologs of one of these gene families have also been found in fish (Naito et al., 1998) .
With respect to the representation of odorant molecules, two extreme organizations of glomerular activity patterns may be envisaged, depending on the tuning specificity of the afferents to individual glomeruli. First, afferents to a glomerulus may respond to only one odorant molecule such that the entire information about that odorant would be encoded by the input to a single glomerulus in a "noncombinatorial" (focal) manner. Highly specific inputs to single glomeruli have been demonstrated for a pheromone detection system in some male insects (e.g., Hansson et al., 1992) but are usually thought not to occur in the OB of vertebrates (Kauer, 1991; Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997) or in other invertebrate systems (Joerges et al., 1997) . Alternatively, afferents to glomeruli may be more broadly tuned, such that an odorant would activate a distributed pattern of glomeruli. Evidence of such a "combinatorial" representation of odorants comes from experiments showing that glomeruli can respond to multiple odorants (Leveteau and MacLeod, 1966) and that single species of odorant molecules induce distributed activity (Adrian, 1953; Moulton, 1967; Stewart et al., 1979; Kauer et al., 1987; Kauer, 1991; Guthrie et al., 1993; Cinelli et al., 1995; Mori and Yoshihara, 1995; Duchamp-Viret and Duchamp, 1997; Friedrich and Korsching, 1997; Joerges et al., 1997; Johnson et al., 1998) . However, important aspects of combinatorial codes, such as a possible chemotopic organization of a glomerular activity map, are still unresolved.
We addressed these questions using the zebrafish as a model system. In zebrafish, the glomeruli form an invariant morphological pattern, and several classes of natural odorants are known, including putative pheromones. The organization of the zebrafish olfactory system is typical for teleosts (Baier and Korsching, 1994; Byrd and Brunjes, 1995) and comparable with that of all other vertebrates (Andres, 1970) . We optically recorded activity in afferent axons and glomeruli within the OB after anterograde labeling of ORN axons with the voltage-sensitive dye Di8-ANEPPQ . The results obtained indicate that the OB is organized into f unctional subcompartments processing particular chemical classes of odorants and that "ordinary" odorants and pheromones are represented by combinatorial and noncombinatorial afferent activity patterns, respectively.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation and labeling. Adult wild-type zebrafish (Danio rerio) from our institute stock (Ab/ TÜ ) were anesthetized with MS-222, wrapped in a wet paper towel, and kept under anesthesia by superf usion of the gills with 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester, methane sulfonate salt (MS-222) through the mouth as described (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . A stock solution (30 mM) of Di8-AN EPPQ (provided by Drs. J. P. Wuskell and L. M. L oew) in DMSO and Pluronic F-127 (3:1) was diluted 1:300 -1000 into water containing 1-3 mM NaC l, and 0.5-1 l aliquots were applied into the nares as described (Baier and Korsching, 1994) . Applications were repeated every 3-5 min to prevent drying of nasal epithelia. After 10 -30 min, the fish were placed again into tanks, where they quickly recovered from anesthesia and were kept singly until used for experiments. In a few experiments, a stock solution of Di8-AN EPPQ in ethanol (13 mM) was used that gave the same general results, but labeling was less intense. DiI labeling was performed following a similar protocol (Baier and Korsching, 1994) .
Physiological experiments were performed after a tracing period of 2-5 d in vivo following procedures similar to those described by Friedrich and Korsching (1997) . All dissections and experiments were performed in teleost artificial C SF (AC SF) containing (in mM): 131 NaC l, 20 NaHC O 3 , 2 KC l, 1.25 K H 2 PO 4 , 2 MgSO 4 , and 2.5 C aC l 2 , pH 7.35, bubbled continuously with 95% O 2 /5% C O 2 (Mathieson and Maler, 1988) . For electrical stimulation, an explant comprising the olfactory nerve, OB, and telencephalon was used in which the olfactory nerve was stimulated with a suction electrode (200 sec, 0.5-2 mA pulses). For odorant stimulation, an explant of the olfactory system and the forebrain was used in which the structures surrounding the brain dorsally and laterally were intact (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . The OB was viewed ventrally with an inverted fluorescence microscope (Axiovert 100; Z eiss, Oberkochen, Germany), whereas odorants were applied dorsally to the nose through a carrier stream of AC SF (1-2 or 3-5 ml /min; constant throughout a given experiment) directed at one inflow naris. Odorants were dissolved in AC SF and switched into the carrier stream with a computer-controlled, electrically operated injection valve (Knauer, Berlin, Germany). Successive applications were separated by Ն2.5 min to exclude adaptation. The time course of the stimulus was approximated by monitoring the outflow of a solution of fluorescent rhodamine -dextran before and /or after the experiment (see Fig. 2 B) . The time course was constant throughout a given experiment and varied only slightly between experiments. All odorants were from Sigma (Deisenhofen, Germany), except for amino acids (Serva Feinbiochemica, Heidelberg, Germany) and 17␣,20␤-dihydroxy-4-pregnene-3-one-20-sulfate (17,20P-S; synthesized and provided by Dr. A. P. Scott). Amino acid and bile acid solutions were prepared at least every 12 d. Other odorant solutions were prepared immediately before the experiment, either directly [nucleotides, saponin extract (Sap), and trimethylamine oxide (TMO)] or from 10 mM stocks in water (steroid glucuronides) or DMSO (steroids and prostaglandins). Amino acid and bile acid solutions were stored at 4°C; other stocks were stored at Ϫ20°C. Solvent controls showed no effect (see, e.g., Fig. 5A ). Preparations were initially tested with odorant stimuli that usually elicit large fluorescence changes in the OB (100 M Met or Ala). If responses to these odorants were weak, preparations were usually discarded. At the end of an experiment, a z-series of images was taken at 5 m intervals that facilitated the reconstruction of the outlines of the glomeruli in the field of view.
CD-222 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was prepared as a stock solution (30 mM) in DMSO and diluted into an aliquot of AC SF. After mounting of the suction electrode, the perf usion was stopped, and the aliquot was added to the bath, yielding a final dilution of the CD-222 stock of ϳ1:300. After incubation for 5-15 min, two to six trains of pulses were delivered. Control experiments with Di8-AN EPPQ showed that interruption of the perf usion for 15 min had no effect on electrically induced signals.
Optical recording and image anal ysis. Image acquisition and analysis were done using I PLab Spectrum software (Signal Analytics, Vienna, VA) running on a Power Macintosh. Images (80 ϫ 120 to 170 ϫ 170 pixels) were acquired with a cooled 12 bit CCD camera (PX L; Photometrics, T ucson, AZ) at 20 -40 Hz in the frame transfer mode and were corrected for dark current. For each image, the fractional change in fluorescence (⌬F/F ) relative to the first image was calculated pixelwise, yielding a series of ⌬F/F images. Each ⌬F/F series was then corrected for bleaching by subtraction of a ⌬F/F series obtained without stimulus. For each stimulus, 6 -14 corrected ⌬F/F series were averaged and then convoluted with a mild low-pass spatial filter kernel. False-color images show the relative changes in fluorescence (⌬F/F ) in each pixel and are averages over 20 -50 frames after stimulus onset from which an average over the 20 -40 frames before stimulus onset was subtracted. The period over which the frames after stimulus onset were averaged comprises the rise, peak, and part of the falling phase of the signal time course. For evaluation of signal time courses, corrected ⌬F/F series were sometimes temporally filtered by a sliding average over nine successive frames. Some traces (see Figs. 1, 2) are unfiltered; others (see Figs. 3, 4) are filtered. Because the frame rate was much faster than the time course of the stimulus and that of the induced fluorescence signal, temporal filtering reduced high-frequency background noise without significantly distorting the stimulus-induced signal.
The light source consisted of a preselected 75 W xenon arc lamp with a stabilized power supply. For Di8-AN EPPQ, a standard RI TC filter set was used (510 -560/ F T580/ L P590; Z eiss); for CD-222, a modified 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) filter set was used (G365/ F T400/ L P420; Z eiss). The whole OB was viewed with a 10ϫ objective [numerical aperture (NA), 0.3; Z eiss]; subregions of the OB were examined with 20ϫ (NA, 0.5; Z eiss) or 40ϫ (NA, 0.75; Z eiss) objectives. Most experiments were performed on the left OB. Images obtained from the right OB were mirrored to facilitate comparison. No obvious differences between the left and the right OB were observed.
RESULTS

Optical recording of activity in ORN axons by the use of a voltage-sensitive tracer
To visualize the morphology of primary afferents and glomeruli in the OB and to enable optical recording of activity specifically from these structures, we anterogradely labeled ORN axons with the dye Di8-ANEPPQ. This dye permanently integrates into membranes in a manner similar to that of lipophilic tracers such as DiI and can also act as a voltage probe Wenner et al., 1996) . Two days after application of the dye into the nasal epithelium, the primary afferents to the OB were labeled. Labeling of olfactory glomeruli was complete and highly reproducible from animal to animal. To confirm this we compared the staining pattern in the OB obtained with Di8-ANEPPQ with that obtained with DiI in the contralateral OB of the same animals (n ϭ 7) (Baier and Korsching, 1994) . No difference was observed by conventional fluorescence microscopy or confocal microscopy, except that Di8-ANEPPQ labeling was much brighter.
Electrical stimulation of the olfactory nerve with a suction electrode in an explant preparation elicited fluorescence signals in all labeled structures of the OB (Fig. 1 A, B) . The fluorescence changes were positive for depolarization, which is consistent with previous observations and suggests that the dye accumulates in the inner leaflet of the membrane over the long tracing periods used (2-5 d) because of its two positive charges Wenner et al., 1996) . No difference in the signals elicited by either electrical or odorant (see below) stimulation was observed as a function of tracing time (2-5 d), except that the signals became slightly larger with longer tracing periods. This most likely reflects more complete accumulation of the dye in the inner membrane leaflet.
2-Amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (100 M) and 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (20 M), antagonists of the putative ORN neurotransmitter glutamate (Berkowicz et al., 1994) , did not attenuate the fluorescence signals. Removal of C a 2ϩ from the medium had no effect in most preparations. In some cases, however, it caused a slight decrease in the signals observed, which may be attributed to a destabilization of the preparation under Ca 2ϩ -free conditions. Tetrodotoxin (0.5-2 M) completely abolished fluorescence signals in the OB (n ϭ 4). No fluorescence signals were detected in unlabeled preparations or in preparations labeled with DiI. These results show that anterograde labeling with Di8-AN EPPQ permits optical recording of electrical activity specifically from ORN axons and their terminals in glomeruli of the OB and that Di8-AN EPPQ remains f unctional even after 5 d in vivo.
The time course of electrically induced signals consisted of a fast increase in fluorescence at the stimulus onset, a continuing increase during the stimulus train, and a slow return of the fluorescence intensity to baseline lasting several seconds after termination of the stimulus. To examine this time course in more detail, we stimulated the olfactory nerve at 4 Hz, while frames were acquired at 20 Hz. Small upward deflections occurring in those frames in which a stimulus pulse was given were superimposed on a much slower signal ( Fig. 1 B) . The fluorescence signal therefore consists of a fast component that appears to reflect electrically induced compound action potentials and a slower component.
What is the origin of the slow component? The slow component and, consequently, the integrated fluorescence signals were more pronounced in the anterior than in the posterior OB ( Fig.  1 A, B) . This is the region over which the olfactory nerve layer extends as a continuous sheet of axons; glomeruli in the posterior half are innervated by isolated axon fascicles. Electrical stimulation is known to cause a long-lasting increase in extracellular K ϩ concentration ([K ϩ ] e ) in the olfactory nerve layer (e.g., Jahr and Nicoll, 1981) . The resulting tonic depolarization, although smaller than that expected during action potentials, may cause large fluorescence signals because the detector used (CCD camera) integrates the fluorescence over time. We have therefore used the extracellular potassium-sensitive dye CD-222 (Crossley et al., 1994) to test whether an increase in extracellular K ϩ also occurs in the zebrafish olfactory nerve layer and may account for the prominent slow component in the anterior OB. Electrical stimulation induced a pronounced increase in [K ϩ ] e in the anterior OB but not in the posterior OB ( Fig. 1C ; n ϭ 3). The time course of the increase in [K ϩ ] e was similar to that of the slow component. The pronounced voltage signals observed with Di8-ANEPPQ in the anterior OB are therefore most likely attributable to a depolarization caused by an activity-dependent release of K ϩ during action potentials in the nerve layer.
Optical recording of odorant-induced activity patterns
Activity induced by odorants in the afferent axons and glomeruli was studied in an explant preparation of the forebrain, in which medium flows naturally through the nose while the OB is viewed ventrally. Previously we found by Ca 2ϩ imaging that one class of odorants, amino acids, exclusively activates the lateral OB. Within this subregion, each amino acid induced a unique pattern of activity (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . Amino acids were therefore used to test whether the distribution of sensory-evoked activity in preparations labeled with Di8-ANEPPQ is consistent with that observed with Ca 2ϩ -sensitive dyes. In the glomerular layer, amino acid-induced voltage signals were confined to the same anterior-lateral subregion, and each amino acid induced a unique activity pattern (Fig. 2 A) . The patterns of activity were consistent with those observed by Ca 2ϩ imaging (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . For example, as shown in Figure 2 A, Lys consistently induced strong activity anteriorly, Ile induced weaker activity posteriorly, and Met induced the most widespread activity pattern, including the regions activated by Lys and Ile. The differences between activity patterns obtained with different stimuli were significant because they were clearly more pronounced than were those between activity patterns obtained with the same stimulus after repeated application ( Fig. 2 A, Lys) . Fluorescence signals were also recorded from the olfactory nerve and the nerve layer, visualizing the trajectories of the responsive axons ( Fig. 2 A) . Signals were stable for up to 8 hr, with no signs of phototoxicity after total illumination times of up to 30 min.
The time course of activity induced by odorants was transient and similar to the stimulus time course, which was approximated by application of fluorescent rhodamine-dextran (Fig. 2 B) . A sequence of positive-and negative-going phases indicating deand hyperpolarization, as in optical recordings of the salamander OB (Cinelli et al., 1995) , was not observed, presumably because these phases reflect activity of mitral and granule cells that were not labeled in the present study. Negative signals indicating inhibition were not observed.
The fluorescence signals induced by amino acids were larger than those induced by most other odorants (see Figs. 2-5; see below). The same effect has been observed and was even more pronounced in Ca 2ϩ -imaging experiments (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997; R. W. Friedrich, unpublished observations). The reason(s) underlying this difference is not known but may be attributable to factors such as activity-dependent increases in [K ϩ ] e (see Fig. 1 ), modulation of ORN firing rates, recurrent inhibition (Keller et al., 1998) , or different relative potencies of odorants at the concentrations used here. Nevertheless, the integrated images and the signal time courses show that the signalto-noise ratio was high enough to detect even small changes in activity also with odorants other than amino acids (see . This conclusion is supported by the fact that fluorescence signals can be reliably detected throughout the entire OB when the olfactory nerve is stimulated at low frequency (Fig. 1 B) and that odorants elicit detectable signals even when they are applied at concentrations close to their physiological thresholds (data not shown).
Odorant representation by afferent activity patterns
The results obtained with amino acids suggest that odorant identity is encoded by a complex pattern of active glomeruli. The amino acid-sensitive subregion of the OB contains numerous neuropil units that have characteristics of glomeruli but are considerably smaller and less distinctly delineated than are glomeruli in other regions of the OB (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . It is therefore not certain that the findings obtained with amino acids can be generalized to other portions of the OB. Furthermore, the restriction of amino acid-induced activity to the anterior-lateral OB raises the possibility that distinct subregions of the OB are functionally specialized to process particular subsets of odorants. To address these issues, we examined the activity patterns induced by different odorant classes, including bile acids and nucleotides. These compounds are ubiquitous in aquatic environments and likely to be natural olfactory stimuli (C arr, 1988; Hara, 1994 ). An overview of the odorant stimuli, their abbreviations, their potential biological f unctions, and the numbers of experiments performed with each stimulus is given in Table 1 . Distinguishing between combinatorial and noncombinatorial activity patterns requires determination of the specificity of glomeruli. Odorants were therefore used at concentrations in the high physiological range (Table 1) to evaluate the maximum response range of glomeruli.
Bile acids elicited activity mainly in an anterior-medial part of the OB, along with weaker activity in a posterior-lateral subregion (Fig. 3 A, B) . The activity patterns induced by different bile acids exhibited a similar overall distribution of activity but were clearly distinct. An examination of the medial subregion at higher magnification showed that most of the bile acid-induced activity originated not from glomeruli but from axons and regions deep in the preparation that could not be resolved (Fig. 3D) . The majority of glomeruli actually activated by bile acids therefore lies in a part of the OB that cannot be imaged ventrally; presumably they are located in the dorsal half of the OB and belong to the medial group (Baier and Korsching, 1994) . These activity distributions are consistent with field potential recordings in salmonid species showing that bile acids induce activity mainly in the dorsal and medial OB, whereas amino acids induce activity mainly in the lateral OB Hara and Z hang, 1998) .
All nucleotides tested activated a lateral portion of the OB that overlaps with the posterior portion of the amino acid-sensitive subregion. Weaker activity was also observed medially ( Fig.  3 A, C) . Similar to results obtained with amino and bile acids, the activity patterns induced by different nucleotides showed a similar overall distribution of activity but were not identical.
In addition to the compounds described above and the pheromone candidates described below, we tested some substances whose relevance as odorants is not as clearly established. Among these, an interesting activity pattern was observed with an extract of saponins (Sap; Table 1 ). Sap activated most of the lateral OB with little effect medially (Fig. 3A) . In addition, a single focus of activity occurred in a ventral subregion (Fig. 3A , black arrowhead; see also below). Because the stimulus presumably contains different saponins, along with a remainder of unidentified substances, the active components underlying this activity pattern are not known.
Between individuals, activity patterns induced by the same stimulus were similar but not identical (compare Fig. 3A-C) . A part of this variability can be attributed to differences in the orientation of preparations, but these factors cannot account for the entire variability observed. A particularly clear example of interindividual variability in odorant-induced activity patterns is shown in Figure 3 for responses to ATP. In one preparation (Fig.  3C) , the posterior-lateral subregion of the OB that is usually strongly activated by nucleotides showed the usual strong response to TTP but a much weaker response to the other nucleotide ATP. In all other preparations, the response amplitudes were approximately equal for all nucleotides tested (e.g., Fig. 3A) . Moreover, the medial responses to ATP and TTP in Figure 3C were similar.
Because optical signals originate from both afferent axons and glomeruli, it is sometimes difficult to relate the fluorescence signals to individual glomeruli, especially when low magnifications are used to view the whole OB. However, the spatial extent of the activity patterns indicate that ordinary odorants stimulate multiple glomeruli, and the differential distributions of activity show that different stimuli activate stimulus-specific subsets of glomeruli. Moreover, for glomeruli in an isolated position, odorant responses can be recorded unambiguously. In these cases, glomeruli (except those of the ventral group; see below) were always seen to respond to multiple but not to all odorants. For example, the glomerulus marked in Figure 3A by the white arrowhead responds to glycocholic acid (GCA) and Sap but not or only weakly to the other stimuli.
It can be concluded that various natural odorant molecules are represented by overlapping patterns of activity in a combinatorial manner, involving glomeruli that respond to multiple odorants. Moreover, distinct subregions of the OB were identified that respond predominantly to particular classes of odorants, indicating that the OB may be functionally compartmentalized.
A sensitive and specific pheromone glomerulus
In contrast to the ordinary odorants used above, pheromones are chemical signals with a specific biological meaning that elicit distinct behavioral and/or endocrine responses. To investigate how pheromones are represented, we examined the activity in the afferents to the OB induced by four putative zebrafish pheromones and five closely related substances (prostaglandins and steroids; see Table 1 ). In most experiments the concentration used was 1 M to evaluate the maximum response spectrum of glomeruli responding to pheromones. A concentration of 1 M is presumably in the high physiological range, as concluded from environmental concentrations (Carr, 1988) and the doseresponse curves of electroolfactogram responses. For example, the dose-response curve for prostaglandin F 2␣ (PGF) in goldfish starts saturating at 1 M (Sorensen and Goetz, 1993) .
Detectable signals in the OB were elicited by only two compounds, PGF and 17,20P-S, which are two of the four putative zebrafish pheromones tested. No activity was seen with the other two pheromone candidates [␤-estradiol 17-(␤-D-glucuronide) (E17G) and testosterone ␤-D-glucuronide (TG)] or with any other steroids or prostaglandins (see Table 1 ), which is in agreement with electroolfactogram recordings (Stacey and Cardwell, 1995; N. E. Stacey, personal communication) . In contrast to the widespread activity patterns observed with ordinary odorants, PGF and 17,20P-S each induced only a single focus of activity. This is consistent with the finding in goldfish that these compounds induce a spatial distribution of field potential effects that is more restricted than that induced by ordinary odorants (Hanson et al., 1998) . The activity focus induced by 17,20P-S is located medially. In this region, several thin glomeruli are located deep in the preparation and are closely associated with the olfactory nerve layer (Baier and Korsching, 1994) , which makes it impossible to identify them unequivocally in the whole-mount preparation. The activity focus induced by PGF, however, is located within a ventral group of prominent glomeruli that are stereotyped and identifiable between animals (Baier and Korsching, 1994) . We have therefore examined the responses of these glomeruli at higher magnification. The number of experiments in which each of the odorants was applied is specified for the regions of the OB that were examined [N OB, entire OB (10ϫ lens); N ven, ventral glomeruli (20 or 40ϫ lens); N o.s., other subregions (20ϫ lens); and N tot, total number of experiments]. Data were obtained from experiments on a total of 40 fish. Ordinary odorants refer to substances that are recognized by various fish species and do not elicit stereotyped behavioral and/or endocrine responses as do pheromones. In most experiments, concentrations used were 100 M for ordinary odorants and 1 M for prostaglandins and steroids. These concentrations are in the high physiological range, as concluded from environmental concentrations (Carr, 1988) and physiological experiments (Sorensen and Goetz, 1993; Hara, 1994; Michel and Lubomudrov, 1995; Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . Relatively high concentrations were chosen to evaluate the maximum response ranges of glomeruli. a E xtract from Quillaja bark that is enriched for saponins but contains a remainder of ϳ10% sapogenin and Ͻ20% sulfated ashes (lot number 76H2512; Sigma). The concentration usually used was 40 mg/l, giving a saponin concentration of ϳ100 M. b (C arr, 1988) and references therein.
c (Hara, 1994) . d (Michel and L ubomudrov, 1995) .
e (Li and Sorensen, 1997) . f PGF and some of its metabolites are well known pheromones in goldfish involved in mating behavior (for review, see Sorensen and Goetz, 1993; Hara, 1994) and are likely to be pheromones also in other fish species, especially cyprinids (Kitamura et al., 1994; Stacey and Cardwell, 1995; Hara and Zhang, 1998) . In zebrafish, PGF has recently been identified as a putative pheromone in a comparative study based on the results from the goldfish (Stacey and Cardwell, 1995; Stacey, personal communication) . g 17,20P-S is a putative priming pheromone in goldfish and some other species (Hara, 1994; Stacey and Cardwell, 1995) . It has been identified as a putative pheromone also in zebrafish in a comparative study based on the results from other fish species (Stacey and Cardwell, 1995; Stacey, personal communication) . h Steroid glucuronides are probably released by zebrafish females into the water and attract males. This activity is mimicked by E17G and TG and lost after ablation of the olfactory epithelium (van den Hurk and Lambert, 1983) .
The activity focus elicited by PGF comes from a single large glomerulus (and the innervating axon fascicle) that was previously named the ventromedial glomerulus (vmG) (Baier and Korsching, 1994) (Fig. 4 B) . The vmG shows little or no response to the closely related prostaglandin E 2␣ (PGE) or to any other compound tested ( Fig. 5; Table 1 ). PGF still elicits a response at low concentrations such as 10 nM (Fig. 5B) , which is below the thresholds for ordinary odorants such as amino acids and bile acids (Michel and L ubomudrov, 1995; Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) and below the threshold for PGF in some other fish species (Kitamura et al., 1994) , as measured by physiological techniques. Hence, vmG is highly specific for and sensitive to PGF. The response of vmG is constant between animals and is not sexually dimorphic (Fig. 4C) . This is consistent with electroolfactogram recordings in goldfish showing that PGF is detected by both sexes, although a behavioral response is apparent only in males (Sorensen and Goetz, 1993). Morphologically, vmG exhibits a complex structure, containing at least two distinguishable subcompartments. In some recordings the activity induced by PGF was not evenly distributed across the glomerulus. However, the distribution of signal intensity was not spatially correlated with the subcompartments (e.g., Fig. 4C, lower panels) .
Another glomerulus within the ventral group, the "glomerulus of the ventral triplet 2" [vtG 2 ; (Baier and Korsching, 1994) ], responded to Sap (Fig. 4 B; see also black arrowhead in Fig. 3A) . Unlike PGF, Sap activated additional glomeruli that also responded to other odorants (Fig. 3A) . Nevertheless, vtG 2 was relatively more specific for Sap because it was not activated by any other compound tested ( Fig. 5A ; Table 1 ). The response of vtG 2 is constant across individuals and is not sexually dimorphic (Fig. 4 D) . Because Sap is a mixture containing unidentified compounds, the actual stimulus activating vtG 2 is not known. No stimuli were found that activated the other glomeruli in the ventral group ( Fig. 5A; Table 1 ), suggesting Table 1 for abbreviations used. A-C, Activity patterns induced by various odorants (Sap, 40 mg / l; others, 100 M) in three different animals. In A, the white arrowhead depicts an example of an isolated glomerulus that responded to multiple odorants. The black arrowhead depicts a ventral glomerulus that responds only to Sap (out of focus; see also Fig. 4) . Note that the signal induced by ATP in the posterior-lateral OB in C is unusually weak, providing an example of occasionally occurring variability between animals. The differences in the labeling patterns are attributable to interindividual variability, along with slight differences in the orientation of preparations and the focal plane. Scale bars, 200 m. D, Activity patterns induced by two bile acids in the anterior-medial OB at higher magnification. Glomeruli and innervating axon fascicles in the focal plane are outlined by dashed lines. Note that the activity patterns are clearly distinct and that the majority of activity comes from axons and regions out of focus, indicative of differential activation of glomeruli deep in the preparation. Scale bar, 50 m. E, Time course of fluorescence change induced by TDCA in A and TTP in C. For each stimulus a region in which a signal was detected (reg ion 1) and one in which no signal was detected (reg ion 2) were evaluated. The locations of these regions are shown as boxes in the insets. The frame rates were 40 Hz; stimulus onset was between 0.5 and 1 sec. PGF and Sap each activated a single glomerulus (vmG and vtG 2 , respectively) within the ventral group. Note that activity is also visible in the innervating axon fascicles. In the lateral OB, part of which is visible at the bottom of the images, activity was elicited by Sap (see also Fig. 3) but not by PGF. C, D, Responses of ventral glomeruli to PGF and Sap in different animals. The correlation between the anatomy of glomeruli and the distribution of signal is indicated by the false color images that are overlaid onto the fluorescence images of labeled glomeruli. False color images were thresholded at 0.0175% (resulting in the scale on the far right), made partially transparent, and merged with the anatomical images. The top images (Figure legend continues) that these may also be specifically tuned to particular, so far unidentified, odorants.
DISCUSSION
We have analyzed general strategies for the representation of a wide variety of natural odorants and pheromones by patterns of afferent activity in the zebrafish olfactory bulb. This was made possible by anterograde labeling of ORN axons with a voltagesensitive dye and subsequent optical recording from the labeled structures. The results indicate that the OB is organized into functional subregions responding preferentially to distinct chemical classes of odorants. Moreover, they show that ordinary odorants are represented by combinatorial activity patterns, whereas two pheromones may be represented by noncombinatorial (focal) patterns.
Axon tracing and optical recording with a voltage-sensitive dye
Optical-recording studies are often confounded by the problem that the origin of fluorescence signals is uncertain because indicator dyes are bath-applied, thus reporting bulk activity. Here we have circumvented this problem by anterograde labeling of a specific population of cells. C entral to this approach was the voltage-sensitive dye Di8-AN EPPQ, which has been shown previously to be a good axonal tracer . Consistent with these data we found that Di8-ANEPPQ even exceeds DiI in brightness and remains functional and specific for ORN axons over at least 5 d in vivo. The signalto-noise ratio of optical recordings was high enough to identify single compound action potentials in frames integrated over 50 msec and to detect clearly activity induced by low-frequency stimulation.
Selective labeling of neuronal subpopulations has been achieved previously with C a 2ϩ -sensitive dyes (e.g., Regehr and Tank, 1991; O'Donovan et al., 1993; O'Malley et al., 1996; Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . However, C a 2ϩ indicators are only indirect reporters of neuronal activity and need to be introduced into the cytoplasm by complicated techniques. For example, in a previous study we loaded ORNs with the C a 2ϩ indicator calcium green-dextran by ablation and subsequent regeneration of olfactory cilia (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . No such complicated loading procedures are required for voltage-sensitive dyes because they readily integrate into membranes because of their lipophilic properties, thus limiting potential concerns about neuronal damage.
Optical signals recorded with Di8-AN EPPQ originated from both ORN axons and their terminals in the glomeruli. This situation often renders it difficult to distinguish between signals from axons and glomeruli but also offers some advantages. For example, the activity induced by bile acids in the medial OB was predominantly found in axons, indicating that bile acids activate glomeruli too deep to be imaged directly. This information would not have been obtained with a glomerulus-specific activity indicator, such as a Ca 2ϩ -sensitive dye (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . Moreover, the axonal signal can visualize the trajectories of active axons. Voltage-and Ca 2ϩ -sensitive dyes therefore each offer selective advantages, depending on the questions to be addressed.
Potassium accumulation in the olfactory nerve layer
Using the novel K ϩ -sensitive dye CD-222 (Crossley et al., 1994) , we found that electrical stimulation of the olfactory nerve causes an increase in [K ϩ ] e in the OB that appears to be confined to the olfactory nerve layer. This spatial pattern of [K ϩ ] e increase may be a result of the high density of unmyelinated axons, giving a high ratio of axonal surface (which should be proportional to the amount of K ϩ released) to extracellular volume. It is an open question whether the activity-induced increase in [K ϩ ] e is simply an epiphenomenon or whether it may have a physiological function. In the rat optic nerve, activity-induced increases in extracellular K ϩ are dramatic after birth but become less pronounced with development, giving rise to the speculation that extracellular K ϩ accumulation may be related to a developmental process (Connors et al., 1982) . This is intriguing because ORN axons undergo continuous regeneration throughout life. In other systems, changes in [K ϩ ] e can cause failure of action potential propagation (e.g., Grossman et al., 1979) that could lead to decreasing glomerular activity (Freeman, 1974) .
Functional subregions of the OB
Testing a variety of natural odorants revealed subregions in the OB that respond preferentially to particular chemical classes of odorants. An anterior-lateral subregion responds preferentially to amino acids, a posterior-lateral subregion responds to nucleotides and some amino acids, and a medial subregion responds to bile acids. In addition, a group of ventral glomeruli did not respond to any odorants except for a putative pheromone and an as yet unidentified component of an odor mix (Sap). These subregions appear to correspond to groups of glomeruli formerly established on the basis of their morphology (Baier and Korsching, 1994) .
Between individuals, the activity patterns induced by the same stimulus showed a high degree of similarity but were not identical. The variability observed could be caused by individual PGF, PGE, 17, and PRO) . DMSO is a control showing that the solvent alone (DMSO; diluted 1:10000) had no effect. The only response detected was that of vmG to PGF. Sap was not tested in this preparation. B, Labeling pattern (top lef t) and fluorescence changes in the ventral group of glomeruli showing that vmG responds to PGF at 1 M and 10 nM but not to PGE at 1 M, indicating high sensitivity and specificity of vmG. Red dots indicate the outline of vmG. Large dots depict the outline of the glomerulus; small dots depict the afferent axon fascicle. Color scale, Ϫ0.035 to 0.14% for A and B; the black line indicates ⌬F/F ϭ 0. Scale bars, 50 m. See Table 1 for abbreviations used.
experience-dependent plasticity in the olfactory system, natural variability in the arrangement of ORN axons among individual animals, or genetic variability in the only partially inbred population of animals used, such as the presence of multiple OR alleles, including nonf unctional ones. In rare cases (such as the response to ATP in Fig. 3C ), response variations were substantial in one or a few glomeruli but not in others. Considerable variability between animals is also observed in electroolfactogram responses (Michel and L ubomudrov, 1995) and in the number of ORNs expressing a given OR (Barth et al., 1996; Weth et al., 1996) .
The finding of subregions in the OB exhibiting specificity for classes of odorants is consistent with regional variations in odorant-induced field potentials Hara and Zhang, 1998) and with the morphological organization of the OB (Riddle and Oakley, 1992) in other fish species. In the mammalian OB, some subregions may also be preferentially activated by odorants sharing particular features (Mori and Yoshihara, 1995; Bozza and Kauer, 1998; Johnson et al., 1998) . Glomeruli are not only sites of convergence for particular types of ORNs (Ressler et al., 1994; Vassar et al., 1994; Mombaerts et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1998) , but their spatial arrangement is organized according to odorant selectivity. This implies that the developmental mechanisms determining the positions of individual glomeruli are coordinately regulated and somehow integrate the information about odorant selectivity in the formation of the glomerular map of OR expression. One process important in this respect could be the transcriptional restriction of expression of ORs with particular odorant selectivities to zones of the olfactory epithelium (Weth et al., 1996; Scott et al., 1997; Qasba and Reed, 1998) and the subsequent zonal projection to the OB (Mori and Yoshihara, 1995; Buck, 1996; Bozza and Kauer, 1998; Wang et al., 1998) .
Combinatorial and noncombinatorial activity patterns
Ordinary odorants induced overlapping but stimulus-specific activity patterns. These results are consistent with experiments using bath-applied voltage-sensitive dyes (Kauer et al., 1987; Cinelli et al., 1995) , although identification of glomeruli was not possible in those studies. In experiments in which isolated glomeruli could be imaged, these glomeruli were seen to respond to multiple, but not all, ordinary odorants (e.g., Fig. 3A , white arrowhead). Hence, it can be concluded that these odorants are represented by combinatorial activity patterns that are sufficiently complex to discriminate even between very similar molecules. This result was obtained with three classes of natural odorants. For amino acids it was shown that combinatorial activity patterns represent odorant identity over a wide concentration range, including concentrations close to threshold (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . Combinatorial activation of glomeruli may therefore be a general strategy for odor coding.
Combinatorial representation refers here specifically to the representation of entire stimulus molecules at the level of glomerular inputs. At present it is not known how the tuning characteristics of the glomeruli involved are brought about at the level of OR-ligand interaction. A glomerulus may be activated by multiple odorants because the underlying OR(s) recognizes multiple submolecular determinants; alternatively, the receptor(s) connected to a given glomerulus may recognize a particular submolecular determinant that is shared by the odorants activating this glomerulus.
With two putative pheromones (PGF and 17,20P-S), only single foci of activity were detected, at least one of which comes from a single glomerulus. We cannot rule out that these glomeruli could also be activated by substances not examined in this study. However, our panel of stimuli included substances closely related to PGF and 17,20P-S at relatively high concentrations. The absence of responses to these stimuli indicates that the glomeruli responding to PGF and 17,20P-S are substantially more selective than are those responding to ordinary odorants (see also Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) . These results suggest that PGF and 17,20P-S are represented by noncombinatorial activity patterns.
It cannot be excluded that PGF and/or 17,20P-S activate additional glomeruli in the dorsal half of the OB that is not accessible to imaging. However, the evidence from the ventral OB shows that particular glomeruli responding to pheromones can have a narrow response range. This raises the question as to whether the narrow tuning of the inputs to vmG and vtG 2 is retained in the responses of mitral cells connected to these glomeruli or whether these mitral cells are more broadly tuned as a result of connections within the OB. It would therefore be interesting to investigate how the patterns of input activity measured here are transformed into output activity.
Noncombinatorial patterns of input activity would, in theory, not require further steps of information processing for odorant recognition downstream of the glomerulus, whereas complex combinatorial activity patterns presumably require interpretation by higher brain centers. Noncombinatorial patterns are therefore simpler, but the coding capacity is severely limited by the number of glomeruli. Moreover, combinatorial patterns might provide a greater potential for experience-dependent plasticity.
The tuning of inputs to individual glomeruli should be determined by the OR(s) expressed on the afferents. Individual ORs are assumed to have only moderate ligand specificity, which would be consistent with the response profiles of afferents to glomeruli involved in combinatorial patterns (Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997) . The high specificity of responses in noncombinatorial activity patterns now implies the existence of ORs that are specifically tuned to only one or a few compounds. Thus, there may be separate classes of ORs with different specificities. Candidates for highly specific ORs may be homologs of the vomeronasal receptors (Dulac and Axel, 1995; Herrada and Dulac, 1997; Matsunami and Buck, 1997; Ryba and Tirindelli, 1997; Naito et al., 1998) .
A hierarchical organization of odorant-induced activity patterns
Our results from this and a previous study (Friedrich and Korsching, 1997) suggest at least three levels of spatial patterning in the odorant-induced distribution of activity. (1) Subregions of the OB respond preferentially to particular chemical classes of odorants; consequently, the gross distribution of activity across the OB contains information about general odorant properties. (2) A coarse chemotopy exists at least within the amino acid-sensitive subregion, such that the distribution of glomerular activity in this region contains information about "elementary" properties of amino acid side chains. (3) The fine-grained activity patterns at the level of single glomerular units contain the information about the precise identity of an odorant. Activity patterns are therefore organized "hierarchically," such that the acuity of stimulus recognition increases with the resolution at which activity patterns are analyzed.
A chemotopic organization of glomerular activity patterns would not be required a priori for the implementation of combi-natorial or noncombinatorial codes, thus suggesting that it bears a functional meaning. One f unction may be to minimize the distances for lateral inhibitory circuits, which are likely to sharpen the response profiles of mitral cells (Yokoi et al., 1995; DuchampViret and Duchamp, 1997) . Another possibility would be that subregions process information that is relevant in different behavioral contexts . Principally, the organization of the OB into odorant class-specific subregions is reminiscent of the segregation of parallel pathways for the extraction of stimulus features in the mammalian visual system (for review, see Van Essen and Gallant, 1994) , although the OB represents a much earlier stage of sensory processing.
Representation of pheromones
Whereas ordinary odorants are represented combinatorially, our data suggest that the two putative pheromones PGF and 17,20P-S are represented by noncombinatorial glomerular activity patterns. The glomerulus activated by PGF is located in a ventral subregion comprising the largest and most prominent glomeruli in the OB. Of these, only one other glomerulus responded to any of the stimuli tested. This response was also highly specific (for Sap), although the active compound underlying this response is unknown. These observations may suggest that the ventral group consists of glomeruli whose afferents are specifically tuned to particular odorants, similar to the macroglomerular complex in insects (Hansson et al., 1992; Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997) .
In noncombinatorial activity patterns the entire stimulus information is encoded in the activity of the afferents to a single glomerulus. Thus, the glomerular output could, in theory, be directly relayed to brain structures controlling stereotyped behaviors and /or endocrine states. In fact, direct projections exist from the OB to diencephalic targets, including preoptic areas, the hypothalamus, and possibly also the pituitary (e.g., Levine and Dethier, 1985; Satou, 1992; Dulka, 1993) . Such "labeled lines" would seem well suited for the processing of stimuli such as pheromones that have a fixed biological meaning and trigger distinct responses.
The mammalian main OB contains a subset of glomeruli that differ from others by their morphology and /or molecular markers (Greer et al., 1982; Shinoda et al., 1993; Juilfs et al., 1997; Ring et al., 1997) . At least one of these glomeruli is activated during suckling in rat pups (Greer et al., 1982) , a behavior known to be mediated by pheromones. Noncombinatorial activity patterns might therefore occur also in the mammalian main olfactory system and possibly in the accessory olfactory system.
In terrestrial vertebrates, pheromonal actions are mediated mostly by the accessory rather than by the main olfactory system (Wysocki and Meredith, 1987) . In fishes, however, in which a separate accessory olfactory system is absent, pheromones must be processed by the "main" olfactory system or by other chemosensory systems, a candidate being the terminal nerve (Demski and Northcutt, 1983; Wysocki and Meredith, 1987) . Our data support previous evidence (Fujita et al., 1991) that at least some pheromones are processed in the olfactory system (see also Dulka, 1993) .
